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CV

anna_wallace_reid@aol.co.uk

RELEVANT
EXPERIENCE

+44 (0)7528705555
7 Arnwood Drive, Glasgow,
G12 0XY, SCOTLAND, UK

BIOGRAPHY

A pencil, camera and very docile labrador were the essential tools I carried
whilst roaming the hills of Arran as a child. I drew everything around me, and
it came as no surprise when I began pursuing a creative career. However, it
was only recently that I discovered that this path would lead me to landscape
architecture.
After studying Fine Art in Dundee, I began working at Deveron Projects in rural North East Scotland. Many of the projects we facilitated combined community development, with the arts and sustainable thinking and I knew that I
wanted to explore this further. Next thing I know, I am studying landscape architecture at ECA and discovering a passion for future thinking, placemaking
and more-than-human design. It became clear that Landscape architecture
is vital in sustaining the planet for future generations and I cannot wait to be
part of the community that works to acheive that.

NOTABLE
ACHEIVEMENTS

Landscape Architect 								
Here + Now, Edinburgh
Faciliator of a number of workshops including policy making with community councils, safer
routes design with schools and linear park/cycle path design.

2018-2019

Landscape Architect (work experience)						
LUC, Edinburgh & Glasgow
An introduction to the basics of landscape planning and design. Main experience included
Environmental Impact Assessments and CAD drawing.

2019

Independent Artist 									
Freelance
Preparing and delivering public art projects with young people across Scotland.

2018

Project Assistant								
Deveron Projects, Huntly, Scotland
Marketing, project management, programming, reporting, fundraising, monitoring and evaluation
of socially-engaged art projects.

2017

International Biennial of Landscape Architecture ECA Showcase				

LGBTQ+ Peer Mentor and Committee Member			
EDUCATION
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2020

Chosen by my tutors at ECA to represent the school alongside 5 other recent graduates
			

2020

Jordanhill School					
2 Advanced Highers, 6 Highers

			

1999 - 2012

Chosen by my tutors at ECA to represent the school alongside 5 other recent graduates

MLA Landscape Architecture 				
Edinburgh College of Art & Design/Edinburgh University

			

2018- 2020

Student Programme Representative							
Represented my postgraduate cohort in staff meeting and open days.

2019

BA Fine Art						
			
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design/Dundee University

2012-2016

RSA New Contemporaries Award						

2016

A unique opportunity to present at the Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh as one of ‘Scotland’s
finest emerging talent’
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URBAN LOUNGE

COLLABORATE.
DESIGN.
YOUNG PEOPLE.
POP-UP.
RECYCLED MATERIALS.

Designing public space with young people
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
‘Urban Lounge’ invites young people to question and
challenge the role of public space. The three-month
project, led by myself, encouraged a group of young people
between the ages of 16-25 to explore the role of the Slessor
Gardens in Dundee. A series of workshops support them in
designing a pop-up event and series of billboards posters
that would ‘take over’ the gardens during the Summer of
2018. Together, the team developed ‘Urban Lounge’, a popup space comprised of moveable tyres, chalkboards and
books which also invited the public to join and discuss their
thoughts on public space in the city. The event highlighted a
need for more community ownership and interaction in city
planning and design.
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STEVENLAW’S CLOSE

Site Plan
Temporary structure details

URBAN DESIGN.
PUBLIC REALM.
PUBLIC ART.
FLEXIBLE SPACES.
LIGHTING DESIGN.

A vibrant public realm in Edinburgh Old Town
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A spatchcock town, the ribcage split open
like a skellie, a kipper, a guttit haddie.
Valerie Gillies “To Edinburgh’
The Royal Mile runs from Edinburgh Castle to the parliament
building with dozens of closes ( alleys) jutting off to the North and
South. These closes are the key link between two mains streets
in Edinburgh Old Town. They are used during the festival period
yet they are dark, dirty and forgotten spaces. Stevenlaw’s Close
is one such close and is one of the few that you can look directly
from either end and see the other street. This made it the perfect
location to design a public realm that not only encouraged safe
movement between the city, but one that could also act as a
vibrant space that encouraged people to come together in
creative and cultural ways.
Section AA
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Visual showing lighting, planting boxes, new paving and strucutures

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Granton was historically a thriving harbour, situated on
the Firth of Forth estuary. The harbour served as a base for
navel vessels during the First and Second World Wars and
support booming fishing and coal industries for many years.
During Britain’s industrial decline the harbour struggled and
this resulted in it’s closure in 1978. Today the area has a high
social deprivation rate and a growing lack of employment and
educational opportunities.
How can we reconnect the people of Granton to their harbour
at a strategic scale? How can we develop the harbour to
create job opportunuities, social housing and creative outlets
for the exisiting community whilst working with water?

HOUSING
BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE
POST-INDUSTRIAL
STRATEGIC PLANNING
URBAN WATERFRONT

Cirrculation

Harbour

Coastal
Post Industrial

Residential

Zones

Reconnecting the Granton community to their
harbour (GROUP PROJECT)

Visualisation of site through senses

Green & Blue

FUTURE GRANTON

Building typology
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Site Analysis

Site Photograph
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Strategy Plan
Fingal’s Way - cycling
Smeaton Trail - community
Skerryvore’s Walk - educational
Fingal’s Seat
Lighthouse Square
Prawn Place
New Promenade
Highlighted land for Museum development
National Museum Collection
School and sports complex
School
Pilton Park
SSSI
SSSI
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Model making exploring blue/green infrastructure, public/private space and building typology
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MORE-THAN-HUMAN COLLECTIVE
An alternative socio-economic
relationship in the Scottish Highlands
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The ‘More-Than-Human Collective’ considers way in which
landscape architecture can encourage humans to move
from violating the rights of non-humans to recognising the
legitimacy of all ecosystems and lifeforms.
This experimental project brings together a number of works
that question human and non-human social connectedness,
sovereignty and the commodification of the non-human,
before focusing on how a new human and non-human
relationship might manifest over time in the North West
Highlands of Scotland.

EXPERIMENTAL
NON-HUMAN
IMMERSION
TIME
RHYTHM

Print using stamps

MDF lasercut stamps

15
Mock Human and Non-Human Rights Act
1:1 diagram of a sheep as a disseminator of seed

5 metre scroll

Exploring how the human and non-human relationship could
be rearranged over time on a 5 metre scroll. Stamps were
hand made

Exploring how this new relationship might manifest in the North West Highlands
of Scotland over 50 years. The relationship between the sheep farmer,
corncrake, great yellow bumblebee, sheep, gley soil and lesser - butterfly orchid
was unmade and rearranged to consider all actants as equal in sustaining the
land for future generations.
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FUTURE CROFT

Site Location

RESILIENCE
RURAL
FUTURE THINKING
PLANTING
TECHNOLOGY

Resilience by Design
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Crofting is a form of rural land use particular to the Scottish Highlands and Islands.
It is a practice that promotes low impact, rotational agriculture that traditionally
works alongside the cycles and rhythms of the natural landscape. However,
crofting faces significant threats including depopulation, environmental
pressures and financial instability. How can we challenge the traditional model
of crofting to create a new resilient system for future human and non-human
communities?
Future Croft builds upon crofting’s historical role as a self-sustaining agricultural
model to create a resilient crofting township where land-use diversity, nonhuman storytelling and collaborative social action are key. The project applies
three dimensions to the townships of Clachtoll and Stoer in the North West
Highlands of Scotland, namely: Connect Crofters, More-than-Human Crofting
and Making Crofting Public. Each of these open up new ways of experiencing
crofting within the Scottish landscape. Connect Crofters, for example, redefines
the role of the croft boundary and introduces public space into the township,
while More-than-Human Crofting demonstrates how spatial diversity in crofting
can work to support the land for human and non-human communities. Finally,
Making Crofting Public manages to engage a wider audience through nonhuman storytelling, interactive pathways and viewing platforms. Together they
ensure the township evolves over time to sustain the land for both human and
non-human future generations.
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Connect Crofters

Boundary transformation overtime

Boundary planting plan

Drystone wall ‘heart stone’ detail

Drystone wall mushroom bricks detail

Planting Plan A

Planting Plan B

Planting Plan C

Breaking physical and social boundaries to create
opportunuities for collaboration, exchange and
experimentation within the crofting community
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More-than-human crofting
Demonstrating how crofting can spatially diversity to
support a rich array of habitats and biodiversity whilst
still working within an self-sustaining crofting model.
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Section AA showing spatial diversity in land use
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Sheep Camera
Machair Path visual

Making Crofting Public
Building a global awareness around crofting as a
resilient rural land use practice by using of non-human
storytelling and interactive pathways as a form of
global public engagment.

Bog stone visual
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Bird acoustics
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Strategy Map
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Future Croft ft cow visual

T H A N K YO U

